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Where do the students spend their days? The two biggest categories are Entertainer Dad and Useful Dad.
Another day is spent at New York University where she takes first year courses in sociology and main themes
in contemporary world history. There are, however, still some lingering doubts as to whether this kind of life
experience can totally replace the academic development acquired in a classroom. One of the most extensive
surveys of fathers has now shown that, far from the stereotype, most men would like to share childcare duties
with their partners or wives. Do young people share any concerns of their parents? Log in or Sign up to track
your course progress, gain access to final exams, and get a free certificate of completion! What kind of lessons
do the students have in this school? Many agreed that parenting classes would be a good way to give them
more confidence around the home. Yet another day is spent at a television casting agency, learning what show
business is all about. Why would many fathers like to go to parenting classes? Age was a major influence on
what worried youngsters. Based on the survey results, four types of fathers were defined, from the traditional
type of dad to the perfect New Dad, who is as much involved in taking care of the children as the mother. She
also works for a Women's Centre, travelling about the city interviewing women in business for a report that's
soon to be published. Which is easier to analyze for the researcher? How old were the young people
interviewed in October, 91? This unit will culminate in an opportunity to build your selected source material
into a fully developed first draft of your final research paper. This is especially important in an academic
environment, where your readers are likely to investigate your work as a potential source for their own
research projects. To put it bluntly, careful adherence to accepted style conventions in academic writing can
mean the difference between great success and total failure. You are asked to carry out a public opinion poll.
Because of the debt that you, as the author of a research paper, owe to your sources, it is essential that you
understand how to present, acknowledge, and document the sources that you have built into your work. How
do Fully Involved Dads view their find time to share child-care responsibilities with their partners? Unit 5:
Writing the Research Paper and Acknowledging Your Sources When you write a research paper, the success
of your work can depend almost as heavily on the work of others as it does on your own efforts. He takes part
in day-to-day child-care and does not mind helping with the vacuuming and washing-up -if only when his
partner asks him to. The EOC interviewed sixty-four fathers and their partners about their home and work life.
The final activity in this unit is to develop a final polished and clearly documented research paper that makes
full use of the tools, techniques, and products that you have discovered, developed, and organized during the
preceding four units. By the time you have finished the final activity in this unit, you should have
accomplished much of the groundwork for your final research paper. Useful Dad is willing to help out around
the house, even though he expects the mother to be the team leader in all things domestic. Young people,
especially as they grow older, appear to share many, if not all, of the concerns of their parents. As a
by-product, your final research paper for this course will probably be nearly finished. He is equally engaged in
running the home and the family, and sees the role of the father and the mother as practically identical. The
City-As-School Ex 1. In this unit, we will review the concept of plagiarism and discuss how you can use clear,
consistent documentation to avoid even the unintentional misuse of source material. The New York
City-as-School is viewed as a useful alternative way of dealing with these final and often troublesome school
years. I was just a number". When your references are clearly annotated within your work, you can see where
your source material appears, making it that much easier to edit, update, and expand your work. What were
older children worried about? By the time you have finished the work in this unit, you should have a command
of the materials and techniques you will need to complete a well-developed academic paper. How are they
assessed?


